Improved oxygen delivery to the myocardium during hypothermia by perfusion with 2,3 DPG-enriched red blood cells.
The oxygen affinity of red cells increases stepwise with temperature reductions below 37 degrees C. In vitro studies demonstrated that biochemically modified red cells with increased 2,3 diphosphoglycerate (2,3 DPG) (150% and 250% of normal) exhibited significantly less oxygen affinity at 24 degrees C than did unmodified cells. At 15 degrees C, significant attenuation of affinity was observed with 250%, but not 150%, of normal 2,3 DPG cells. Measurements made of isolated fibrillating dog hearts during perfusion at 24 degrees C alternately with unmodified (80% of normal 2,3 DPG) and modified (300% of normal 2,3 DPG) red cells demonstrated significantly greater oxygen consumption, higher coronary sinus partial pressures of oxygen and carbon dioxide, higher in vitro P50 values, and lower arterial and coronary sinus lactate levels during perfusion with modified as compared with unmodified cells. This evidence, indicating improved oxygen delivery to hypothermic dog hearts by red cells with 300% of normal 2,3 DPG activity, suggests that high 2,3 DPG cells might protect myocardial tissue in patients undergoing hypothermic cardiac operation.